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The Charge of the Light Brigade
by Alfred Tennyson.
Half a league, half a league,
Half a league onward,
All in the valley of Death
Rode the six hundred.
"Forward the Light Brigade!
Charge for the guns!" he said.
Into the valley of Death
Rode the six hundred.
Forward, the Light Brigade!"
Was there a man dismay'd?
Not tho' the soldier knew
Some one had blunder'd.
Theirs not to make reply,
Theirs not to reason why,
Theirs but to do and die.
Into the valley of Death
Rode the six hundred.
Cannon to right of them,
Cannon to left of them,
Cannon in front of them
Volley'd and thunder'd;
Storm'd at with shot and shell,
Boldly they rode and well,
Into the jaws of Death,
Into the mouth of hell
Rode the six hundred.
Flash'd all their sabres bare,
Flash'd as they turn'd in air
Sabring the gunners there,
Charging an army, while
All the world wonder'd.
Plunged in the battery-smoke
Right thro' the line they broke;
Cossack and Russian
Reel'd from the sabre-stroke
Shatter'd and sunder'd.
Then they rode back, but not,
Not the six hundred.
Cannon to right of them,
Cannon to left of them,
Cannon behind them
Volley'd and thunder'd;
Storm'd at with shot and shell,
While horse and hero fell,
They that had fought so well
Came thro' the jaws of Death,
Back from the mouth of hell,
All that was left of them,
Left of six hundred.
When can their glory fade?
O the wild charge they made!
All the world wonder'd.
Honor the charge they made!
Honor the Light Brigade,
Noble six hundred!
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Christmas Message
who won 2 golds and a silver that day, showing his worthiness for that belt he achieved just 9 months earlier.

As I sit here and write this it is actually early November.
The Christmas magazine layout is half done with 1 week to
go to get it finished and start the mass printing and folding
process, which is thankfully (and gratefully) speeded along
by the help of Vijay and family every year.

Constant issues with the halls management has plagued the
Academy all year and around June they put up hire costs
yet again (it was put up when we first moved in) - for a
As I reflect back on 2007 it has once again been an event- while it was a struggle trying to keep the fee’s the same
ful year. Obviously my big personal highlight was the birth with the considerable increases, but in the end we managed,
though we are still struggle somewhat!
of my daughter Jorja in January. I appreciate all the help
the seniors gave at that time to allow me to stay at the hosIn July we had no choice but to move the most expensive
pital with Gill, and then Jorja once she finally emerged
day out of the Beacon centre and thus “Pinner Taekwon-do
from her cosy womb.
Academy” was born. The hall, despite being an odd shape
echoes the old dojang and hopefully, in time we will get
Not much happened (except training) during January &
some more storage space and more stuff in there and make
February (though I did teach an applications seminar for
the TAGB); then in March it all kicked in! We had demo’s it more ‘ours’. My biggest fear was that having to move a
day might stop some students training, but luckily it didn't
to do, gradings to undertake, a boating trip and the South
East Opens beckoned. Suffice to say, the demos went well and I appreciate all of you that understood that having the
from our side but poor organisation from ‘the organisers’ school on your doorstep was great, but times change and
you changed with it and that was gratifying to see. It did
(who couldn't organise a... Well you know) made them a
bit of a hassle, though we received some great compliments help that when searching we tried for a place on a good bus
anyway.. As we always do some good stuff for the crowds! route from the old hall, so it wasn't too hard.. But you guys
The March grading saw Marek enter the posthumous ranks still gotta get there... And get there you did!
of the senior grades, achieving his 4th kup, as well as many
June also had the 2nd of our yearly gradings, with Saphwat
others stepping up one level closer to black belt and the
Simab grading the highest that day, achieving his 3rd kup.
boat trip went down a storm, though certain drivers (or
whatever you call someone that steers a boat) seemed like
July came and Mr Avis organised a small but successful
they thought it was ‘pinball’ rather than boating by the
contingent to the ‘London Opens’ tournament. Taking 2
amount of times they bounced from bank to bank!
medals himself, and his tiny squad of tiny people also saw
Once again we did extremely well at the South East Opens Lyndsey gain 2 more golds for her medal list as well as
tournament (this being the largest domestic tournament we Abigail taking a bronze.
enter), where not only did we win the County Cup, but 8
golds, 7 silvers and 5 bronzes, with many competing in this In July we ran a Self Protection course, something we hadn't done for a while so it was sorely needed. Sadly, many
large tournament for the first time. Though the “County
students didn't seem to agree with me on this (that a SP
Cup” was split into squads of 20, we actually had 28 students enter - the biggest tournament entry we’ve ever had... course was needed) and only around 10 came along.. But it
I wonder if we will beat it in 2008 (Its in early March btw). was nice to see a few family members there also... Lest
hope those that didn't attend don't run into any trouble on
In April a few students attended the National Training Day, the mean streets outside the dojang eh! These courses are
really really important as they are based around modern
held by the LTSI in St Albans. This was an event that
concepts on today's streets and teach a lot of stuff we simshould of been attended by many more though! It was a
great day, starting off with an 2 hour applications seminar ply cannot do in a regular martial arts class - I hope you
given by yours truly, followed by another 2 hours of train- attend the next one.. Not for me, but for you!
ing including kicking skills, various forms of step sparring,
competition sparring, destruction and traditional sparring. Aside for ‘Ye Olde Faithful’ Mr Avis.. July was a low
This was then followed by another 2 hour seminar by ITF month for the black belts, as Mr Patel (Dev) started filming
series 2 of “Skins”, and both Mr Gautam & Mr Sultan went
7th degree, Master Sahota so 6 hours training in total!
to Canada (though not together.. Hmmmm :-) .
May was reasonably quiet and as usual we trained hard as
July was also the month when we announced the change in
it ticked by, then in June.. Blam!.. “Taekwon-do Explograding rules, that meant that no longer would any student
sion” was back, having not run in 2006. It was a well organised (read many many hours of work behind the scenes) be able to get 2 ‘L’ level passes in a row as from now on it
event, with many students & parents rallying to the call to was ‘O’ or fail.. The game had been raised, so you must
rise to meet it!
make “their” competition.. the best and most exciting
around... And I think we achieved that.. as well as some
Due to low turnouts at the Monday class by the adults, it
more nice trophies for many students, not least Mr Avis
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ful year has come and gone and we have maintained the
high standards I have always envisioned for the Academy
as well as out status as an Taekwon-do School throughout
the UK & beyond.

was decided that to ensure it kept running it would be
opened up to juniors of 9 years and older (so as to keep the
pace of the class). Despite some reservations by some, I
think this worked out quite successfully and everyone
should be reminded that if we didn't do this, there would
now be no Monday class, which is something I didn't want
to see happen. August was the month this was implemented.

It was nice this year to see a few old students return this
year (as well as some who couldn't recommending the
Academy to others), as old students are always welcome
back and I understand that coming back to your former
club as opposed to taking the easier route of going else
ware, is not that easy. Just remember to follow a different
route to last time and this time, hopefully your carry on to
where you want to go.

Also in August, we were honoured to get a visit by my
good friend and fellow IAOMAS founder, Master David
Melton. He came to the class and taught and trained and
was his usual excellent and friendly self and was a big hit
with the kids and a good workout (and a hit too) with the
adults.

For 2008 I would seriously like to see less students missing
classes (check and see if you made the top 10 on page 40,
September was good from an Academy point of view, and and if not.. You should be asking yourself how you can get
saw Saphaa promoted to 2nd kup, red belt, after an excel- there next year.. Though I have already told you), as well
as more students entering competitions as win or lose, the
lent grading., as well as Marek gaining his 3rd kup and
Mustafa Maxamad getting to senior ranks by grading to 4th experience gained from such endeavours is a vital area of
training that is hard to get elseware!
kup.
From parents, I would like to see you checking how your
child is doing on a more regular basis! I say this every year,
but I don't think you realise just how hard some of our
younger members train and in return they need your support - get them to class on time - ensure (if you can) that
they train twice a week if possible - take them to the competitions - get involved in things like the camping trips as
A short notice camping trip was organised by Kate. The
rewards for their efforts - and of course help them train at
usual suspects went along and everyone was pleasantly
home, both the theory for gradings and the physical side
surprised that new student (at that time) Xiong Chan also
braved the autumn weather with us, treating us to displays now we have the DVDs out (or coming out shortly for
higher grades). And of course, many thanks to the parents
of back flips whilst we ‘camped’ in our camping chairs
around the nice hot fire. Thankfully, we only had to endure who already do some or all the above!
1 wet night and the rest was filled with glorious sunshine.
Of course thank you to all those that submitted items for
October saw a few Academy students take part in the 4th of the Christmas magazine. This year (and from now on) it
really is in your hands, so well done to those that made the
this years tournaments. Some competed for the first time
along side the ‘old guard’ and with an under strength squad, effort amnd shame on those that didn't!
not only did everyone gouge themselves on trophies, but
Finally I would like to thank all the students who go that
we also won the ‘Area Title’ which showed just what a
formidable Academy we are! To top it off, Jonathon wrote extra mile throughout the year, no need to name check you
as you (and I) know who you are! A big thank you to you
an outstanding ‘must read’ report and those that entered
all.
made the papers.
In September we trained down the park for a session,
something we haven't done for a couple of years now and it
was a big hit.. The football match warm up especially, was
enjoyed by all and the turn-out was great, so its something
I’ll consider doing again sometime.

All that's left to say is have
a very Merry Christmas
and a a great New Year.
See you in 2008!

Like I said, its November as I write this. We are a few days
away from the final competition of the year in which we
have a few entries, but a low number of juniors entered
(Well done to Umar for being the only junior to enter).
We have the final grading of the year coming up in December, as well as the Christmas party to look forward to,
which has in fact taken a fair bit of planning and organising
as its not at a restaurant this year. Many thanks to Vijay,
Sandeep (Mrs Vijay), Lyndsey & Kate for taking the time
to ensure this event runs to spec.. And of course the
‘Soods’ for giving up there house for the
evening for the Rayners Lane
students!
So, thats about it! Another event-

Mr S Anslow, IV
Instructor
Rayners Lane
Taekwon-do Academy
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Student of the Year
Award
2007
I think every student would like to win this award, at least once in their training
career. But what makes a student eligible to win this award? Well, its very much in
the eye of the beholder (the one that votes) as different things make there
mark on people in different ways. Obviously a student who trains both regularly and consistently will make an impression on others, but is it enough on its own to win the award? Coupled with training regularly has to be consistent effort when training, but is even that enough for a straight
win? I believe most students train hard most of the time so competition is indeed fierce.
Obviously, those that turn up and support the Academies endeavours on a regular basis throughout the year
will get them noticed more; coming to competitions, seminars, camping etc. all go some way to ‘up’ your profile with regards to this awards. These event also help to bring certain traits to the surface occasionally which
only help further to reinforce things. Occasionally these traits are also seen in regular classes, but they come
more readily in the face of adversity of some kind (and not always the human opponent kind!).
But even all this doesn't necessarily mean you will be up for the award, after all, the competition is tough! The
traits from the tenets of Taekwon-do (and other characteristics) certainly play a part, and this is often reflected
in the variety of students voted for. Those that are friendly and helpful certainly feature in the votes, as do
those that show commitment and perseverance in training and other aspects, and of course those that go above
and beyond, helping out and organising stuff are also recognised.
I guess to be certain of winning this award you need to do all of the above on a regular basis and hope that you
have made an impact on the right people at the right time, something which is of course impossible, as is keeping up a pre-tense simply to win this award (not that I believe anyone does). What I'm trying to point out is
that if you naturally fulfil much of the above then no doubt you will be considered.. I guess in the end, its kind
of like the Rayners Lane Academy X Factor!
Once again, as is the norm now, we have awards for both the teens/adults and the juniors. For the adults the
voting was broad with at least 14 students receiving nominations. However, serious contenders for the award
came in the form of Kate, Jonathan, Richard & Lyndsey which only goes to show the calibre required to gain
this award. The junior votes were decided in a different way, but both Charlotte and Abigail were the serious
contenders to this years winner, so lets hope they can keep doing whatever they are doing to perhaps take it
next year.. Or perhaps someone else will.. Who knows!

Senior

Student of the Year
Mr Colin Avis
This is the first time any student has ever won the award twice and its obvious
that the student body recognize not only Colins personal commitments and efforts with regards to training himself, but also his endeavors and commitments towards the Academy. We nicknamed Colin “Furniture” due to his
commitment to training and teaching and it is as much a form of recognition
as it is a funny name… may it long continue. Colin has been a black belt for a little
over a year now and his first year as a black belt has gone really well, cumulating
6
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in his outstanding wins at the “Taekwon-do Explosion” event, as well as medal placings (including other
golds) at other competitions we have entered this year. Colin is not only a credit to himself, myself, his family
and the Academy, but is also a shining example of what a black belt should be; a role model for our younger
members and an inspiration to our older ones, as rather than dying off a little after grading last year, he has
actually intensified in everything and he was pretty committed beforehand. He can be seen judging and competing at every competition and is willing to stand in when I can’t attend the odd one due to my own family
commitments. He attends ever seminar and all the self protection courses (and is in fact one of only 2 black
belts under myself, qualified to run the Harrow Martial Arts Self protection courses, having qualified earlier
this year). He is at almost every class and teaches regularly at the children's class where all the youngsters
know and respect that hard task master, Mr Avis, who can be tough but fair! He is also more than capable of
running things for our older students, trusted to do so, and does on occasion.
He is much liked by his fellow black belts and other adult class members, as he is helpful, but humble, tough
but thoughtful when with junior grades and is always willing to help, teach, advise or point students in the
right direction, but never with an air of superiority.
Colin has done much this year, he has achieved much this year, none more so than the respect of the whole
Academy, which is something that can never be forced. Many congratulations to Colin for winning this years
award.

Junior

Student of the Year
Saphaa Simab
Saphaa has been with the Academy a few years now and has from day one focused on
where she wants to go. Saphaa has gained a pretty high grade for her age (12) and
though many other schools have younger juniors at higher grades, most do not ask for
the standards we expect or have the testings we do, so they are not comparable.
As most you will notice.. Saphaa smiles.. a lot. I think this is what helps her maintain that
“just get on and do it” attitude. The smiles mask the fact that she is indeed highly dedicated to her Taekwon-do and puts in much effort.. always with a smile. As a 2nd kup,
she has no doubt encountered the plateaus that most students face on the way to
where she is and the fact that she is where she is means she has overcome all that’s
been thrown in her way so far.. She still has a long road to travel, as the next grading is extremely tough, in preparation for the even tougher one to follow and I
hope Saphaa faces the tests ahead of her and overcomes them with the same
smiling face that has taken her this far (and I have every confidence that she will).
Her happy demeanor also hides the fact that she could do much damage with her Taekwon-do if the need ever
arises and though I'm not sure she is 100% confident about that, the Academy’s breaking boards feel differently as they know Saphaa can pound through a black and cream board together, something some of the adult
students still struggle with.. So beware to anyone that gives Saphaa cause to back kick them!
By her peers (older students) Saphaa is held in high regards, not just due to her grade and age, but the way she
trains, the consistency of her training and probably the fact they never have to hear me tell her off. To her fellow classmates in the junior classes I feel she is an excellent role model of what can be achieved with dedication (and a smile). Hopefully the smile also means she thoroughly enjoys her Taekwon-do!
Sadly, our Junior class will soon lose Saphaa as she transcends up to the teens/adult class, something which I
feel she will find challenging (but in a good way) and also enjoyable and I’m left to wonder, who out of those
of comparable grades can actually fill the shoes she leaves behind and whether they are ready to step up to the
task? Many congratulations to Saphaa for winning this years award.
7
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My Favourite Martial Arts Film
by Ryan Berry, aged 9

My Favourite martial arts film is ‘Enter the Dragon’ starring Bruce Lee.
I have watched it lots of times, my favourite part is where Bruce Lee is
fighting a man with a metal hand they are fighting in a room that has
mirrors everywhere. I also liked the part where they had a tournament,
the fights were very tough. I like Bruce Lee because he is a really good
fighter and it is from watching his films that made me want to take up a
martial art. This is a film I think everyone should watch!
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Previous Students of The Year
Awardees: still in training
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Rayners Lane TKD Academy
Memoirs: Through the Years
By Kate Barry & Lyndsey Reynolds

further lift the student’s
sprits, they were treated
to the sight of their glowing smiles plastered in the
Harrow Observer (the
first of many).

Since the clubs inception in the momentous month of April
1999, the academy has been the hub of many personalities
throughout the years. We have seen the fearless, the shy,
the kooky and the quiet types. Some have gone, some have
stayed but all have been memorable.

The Early Years (1999 - 2001)
One Student recalls with trepidation one
of the first ever training session at the
club. The white belts were treated to a
punishing warm up session followed by
some hair razing, palm sweating sparring.
The reason why the sparing filled the
newbie white belts with such anguish is
that they were not sparring each other,
but they were sparring the TKD goliaths of the Wembley
club, Mr Anslow’s former training partners, including Mr
Gautum!
After four months of being put their paces, they had become duly prepared for the Academy’s first grading (21st
July 1999). A huge assembly of parents decorated the rear
of the hall, pride swelling their cheeks with joy. The students on the other hand were treated to a heavy does of
nerves!! Mr Austin, Mr O’Connor and Mr Anslow, were
the grading panel for the first ever Rayners Lane Taekwondo Academy Grading.

1st Competition Picture
From this stage, the popuOctober 1999
larity of the academy
blossomed, Gradings were held, competitions were entered,
press-ups completed, patterns were practiced, muscles were
stretched and kick bags assaulted by a growing number of
people. Twenty three students were assimilated into Rayners Lane Taekwon-do Academy way of life by October
2000.

Speaking of October 2000 – this was a time where instructor and his students were no longer satisfied with popping
into tournaments, swiping an impressive amount of medals
each time and becoming regulars in the local press!
Oh no we had bigger fish to fry, yes you guessed it that fish
was the 1st Open Martial Arts World Championships,
hosted by AIMAA (Action International Martial Arts Association). 4 students, Mr Anslow
and Mr O’Connor, travelled to
Ireland to give it ago.
The size of the tournament was
something to behold, held in the
National Basketball Arena, there
where not 1, not 4, but 8 rings set
up with a 9th set up on a raised
platform. The arena was decorated
with world flags and posters of the
event strewn everywhere. This
forced the thought into our heads that maybe, perhaps,
maybe this was an international tournament, and it might
be quite a big thing!! Realising that did nothing to settle
our composure.

Six students graded and all six passed, knowing full well
that they would always have to retain high technical standards and train diligently to achieve in this club! The
precedent was set and continues to be the case for all Gradings held at the academy. High standards inevitably lead to
a some what high turnover of students; did you know that
only 1 student out the six of those that graded remains
training at the club today? (Guess
Who!!).
10th October 1999 sent the students to Edmonton to compete in
their first ever tournament “Spar
Sunday 2”, hosted by Mr Austin 3rd Degree. Nerves were
the order of the day, as the students preformed their patterns, one by one, on a single ring in front of the judges and
the hoard of spectators which had collected towards the
rear of the hall.

This was compounded by the opening ceremony, which
included a Grandmaster Hee Il Cho 9th Degree video
screening, which automatically made us a little quieter and
more pensive. Anyway, we did ok, well perhaps more then
ok, Mr Anslow, Mr O’Connor, Kate and Lyndsey all won
shiny medals, which were actually the size of a persons
As we all know, Sparring in your first tournament is not the face (ok maybe not, but they were big).
most comfortable of things to do! However our competitors
One of the first goals set by Mr Anslow was to hold a tourshowed themselves to be formidable competitors, and the
foundation of the ‘Rayners Lane’ Reputation were built. To nament at the club, named by Ade Oduniaya (remember
9
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him??) As Taekwon–do Explosion it was
hosted in our very own dojang, in our
former Rayners lane Community Centre.
It held a brave 80 competitors on two
rings. As ever fundamental things dictated
with our tournaments, an example of this
was the stunning popularity of ‘ham and
cheese toasties’!!
Ade

A DJ was used to get the competitors into
a fighting frenzy, and also played ‘walk-on’ music accompanying the black belts as they started the sparring this
brought a real sense of fun to the occasion! Sadly this hasn’t been repeated in subsequent Taekwon-do Explosions,
but you never know there is always next year J (Hint, Hint
Mr Anslow).
A general sense of bonhomie was
felt, all competitors performed and
behaved themselves with appropriate
decorum and proved that not only
could was the club produce successful, technically able students, it
could now run a good tournament,
bursting with atmosphere and good
sportsmanship. This still runs true
today, as Junes 2007 Taekwon-do
Explosion was just as successful, if not more so with over
180 competitors, and even more compliments!

2002- 2004- Worldwide Recognition
Somewhere, in the glare of Many VDU’s around the world,
a revolution was occurring…. Martial artists through the
magic of the interweb wanted more. More than just to eagerly train every day, more than just reading about it in a
boring book with pages which you have to turn, they
wanted to talk to other martial artists; to embrace each
other and their relative ethos and stand together united,
bathing in their own camaraderie.
This was a time for IAOMAS!
(International Alliance of Martial arts
Schools) Mr Anslow, amongst other
similar minded martial arts enthusiasts,
helped to create this Alliance against the
evil McDojo/Dojang .So he set forth on
his mighty um… Keyboard, to further
solidify relationships with martial artists around the globe.
If you didn’t know … IOAMAS is a ‘virtual student support system’ which allows students to train in martial arts
clubs in any style worldwide, for at least two weeks for
free. This has been attractive to many students for one reason. It is a non-political organisation. No egos are welcome
and there is no ‘My style is better than yours talk!’ (Apart
from McDojos)
The IOAMAS forum has been invaluable in establishing
connections and friendships with some hugely able, multi
talented martial everywhere. Some of these we have had
the opportunity in meeting.

Behind the scenes, it become evident that our instructor
may have been quite busy, as in June 2001 we were informed that the academy now had is own web site
The main tool of the IOAMAS’er is the Forum where
(www.raynerslanetkd.com, just in case you did not know!!). members converse about all things martial arty, including
Chuck Norris and his many talents. I must stress that seriRayners Lane Taekwon-do Academy went online and its
ous, deeply insightful comments about the Arts are disendeavours were and still are catalogued for eternity, con- cussed, its just Lyndsey who likes to chat about Chuck
taining information, articles and research that had been col- Norris and whether his super powers are derived from that
lected long before the academy’s inception.
awesome chest mane of his. To read about this fantastic
organisation visit www.IOAMAS.org.
This inspired the practice of students clawing at the computer screens days in and day out awaiting for the update
Training wise, further changes were made. Students of the
on the ‘grading results’ section, to see if they have passed academy wished for more training, and they got it, Monday
a recent grading. (Don’t tell me you have not done that!!) . sessions were started up, enabling the kick happy to kick 3
times a week instead of two. Mr Gautum was also beSticking with the theme of technology, the video club was stowed the title of ‘Bousabum’ – Assistant instructor – who
formed and opened in July 2001, it was open to all that
is now regarded as a behemoth of all things attributed to
trained at the club, and at the time had 42 videos of martial combat. He is also a professional consumer of fermented
arts related material, as you are aware the library has since vegetable drinks.
had a revamp, and now holds over 110 videos and DVDs.
The growth of IAOMAS continued, and soon the Ideals
But I’ll let you in to a little secret; did you
which transpired since its creation were born into fruition.
know that our current library holds a Kate
Utilised by many, our first International visitor came all
Lawler Fitness Video? Perhaps I can make
the way from Oz, Mr Colin Wee, and fellow instigator of
the suggestion that maybe our instructor has the IAOMAS Organisation. We also had visitors from
felt we have gained significant technique
Germany (Taekwon-do exponents, Heidi Hartmann and
and insight into the martial arts and what he Axel Markner) in 2003, along with 8 of their IAOMAS
really wants us to concentrate on now is
Germany students.
firming up our biceps and thighs (um perhaps not) !!
We were given a taste of different styles when Rick Clarke,
10
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holder of Dan grades in several martial arts including a 7th
Degree in TKD, gave a seminar in PAIN! He is a pressure
point expert who travels around poking people and showing them how to receive and give agony in varying doses.
However, this person is incredibly knowledgeable and all
who were there certainly learned something that day! We
have had a couple of seminars since, all of them hugely
interesting.
2003 was the year of the
first ‘IAMOAS seminar’
where UK members
came down to lil’ old
Rayners lane to share
what they have learned
and participate in a very
friendly day. 8 hours of
5 styles of Martial Arts
1st IAOMAS
Seminar Certificate
awaited them, including
Muay Thai, Kobutan and
Mini Groundwork and sparring competitions. After a busy
day, they retired to the Sacred ‘Kebbabby’ (Rayners Lane
Kebab House) to eat and share tales of the awesome event
that was bestowed upon them.

Mr Anslow was also thrilled to receive a Visit from USA
Founder/Pioneer/Guru Dave Melton (4th Degree TKD) who
put us through our paces with his warm up, and enthralled
us with some of his Hapkido Techniques. Not only that, he
awarded Mr Anslow with an award from the ‘Molum Combat Arts Honour Society’ of which Sensei Tim White, 7th
Dan (and IAOMAS member) is a founder member. It was
called a ‘Yap Suk Dai Ji Award’ this, is an Honorary Discipleship under Mr White’s Organisation!
The ‘youths’ of Rayners Lane decided to train up for the
‘Youth Games’. Many of our young ones, (Sonal Lakhman,
Dev Patel, Sharad Nakarja, Fayaz Latifi, Krishan Tank and
Bernard Rebello) were selected for the Squad. Bear in
mind that this was a ‘karate’ tournament, which meant that
our brave ones were stepping into an unknown format. Despite this, they made very good lasting impressions and
were a credit to the academy!

It was a tournament frenzy
year, the year of 2004; we
were entered into the BUTF
tournament (Mr Anslow’s
Old Organisation). The atThis was the year of Infamy, mosphere was intense, howthe year where our pretty
ever a nice little haul of med(sometimes awe-inspiring)
als was collected and Lyndfaces decorated many martial sey got to meet one of her Idols, a man of true awesome
arts magazines with stunning bulldog power! (See 2004 Xmas mag / pics of BUTF tourregularity (8 times in a year nament on the web to see who she means!!)
is pretty impressive for an
independent club don’t you
The Mother of All tournaments The World Championships
think?) And just to put the
had come upon us again. Instead of the Motley crew of 7
Icing on the cake Mr Anslow we managed to gather last time, we had a squad of 14.
was presented with a
These 14 managed to collect 26 medals between them. The
Mr Anslow & Combat Magazines
Paul Clifton
‘Combat Hall of Fame’ award, packing for the return journey was so difficult for some of
which stated:
us - spaces in our bags were a problem. The bonds of a
‘In recognition of his commitment to gain martial arts practice greater strong, closely knit club were formed. These bonds grew
popularity both in the United Kingdom and around the World’
ever stronger as the Spam game emerged from our childhoods like a distant memory and kept us entertained and
Reading this, it seems like 2003 was a busy year!, well in- slightly annoyed for hours and hours! You also had to be
deed it was, but did the club rest on its laurels and did Mr
aware of various foods which could be lurking in your
Anslow take the Silver Salver award home stroke it every shoes, mostly of the Muffin variety!!
evening and sleep with it on his pillow, of course not!.
There was more to achieve in 2004.
All of you are aware of the ‘South East Opens’, the first
one was held in 2004! It was supported well and it was for
the first time that a Rayners Lane member became ‘King of
the Ring’. Did you know that in subsequent Opens tournaments, King of the Ring has been won by a Rayners Lane
TKD’er in every single South East opens tournament so
far!!!

Maintaining standards and new Beginnings for
some! 2005-2007

2005 was a relatively quiet year for the club; it was a year
of maintaining the progress made in the previous years.
The club managed a haul of 70 medals in 2005, the Taekwon-do Explosion was resurrected, and Mr Anslow did a
bit of Travelling!!

Mr A and Gill journeyed to U.S.A to visit two
I.A.O.M.A.S’ers, Master Tim White, a person of enormous
IAOMAS remained a prominent feature in the Rayners’
martial arts and military experience. He also met up with
Lane World as we were treated to a visit from by Fereidun
Mr Melton, who he had met up with in 2004. Not content
Dariagard, 6th Degree from IAOMAS Denmark, who
with seeing the sights, eating a huge amount of food and
treated us to some applications from his system and a good
doing an awesome amount of shopping, they decided to
time was had by all!
take part in the 19th East Coast Championships which was
11
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organised by Mr Melton.
They showed their plucky Brit attitude and snatched a few medals between them. To add insult to injury,
My Anslow showed them a rather
nice Jumping reverse break over
Gills head!

belt. It’s not something to be taken lightly!!! Mr Gautum
gained his second degree in style casually awaiting another
opportunity to knock an opponent out in 2 seconds flat!

In September of the same year, Mr
Avis joined the inner circle and
passed his black belt!! I wish I could
tell you more about these gradings,
the aching tension in the air the
East Coast Championships
swoosh of blood splashing against
Throughout this time, Master White
USA, 2005
every wall, the look of cold determiwas putting Mr A through his paces.
Mr Avis receives his Dan
nation in the candidates eyes when
Mr A just assumed that their friendship was based on the
grade certificate,
magic of the interweb but Master White wanted to see what they performed their demo
September 2006
he could do in real life! So Mr A carried on kicking things, breaks…… But I can’t. We poor
kicking people, locking up other people, and sparring many wee humble coloured belts are not allowed access to the
gradings; we just have to wait out turn :-(
more people until no more kicking or hitting could be
done! Later he was informed that he was to be awarded his
Just a little nugget of information for you: did you know
4th Degree based on the Knowledge he had demonstrated
that the shortest time it has taken someone in the academy
throughout this period! It was a huge honour and one
to reach black belt is 5 years? Ill let you figure out whom!!!
which Mr A received with honour!
It may have been quiet but it wasn’t that quiet! In fact 2005
is only quiet in terms of Landmarks! Behind the Scenes
Mr A had been working and training his students into models, selecting the poses and making them stay in those
poses until he had the perfect pose. Most of the time the
perfect pose would be the one which would be the most
uncomfortable one to hold, or the most difficult one to assume! When achieving said desired pose, he would make
you stay in the same pose in a variety of angles until the
light bathed the performer in the correct manner, or it got
too dark, or the camera ran out of battery, whatever happened first!
Mr A revealed previews of his popular, yet controversial book Ch’ang
Hon Taekwon-do Hae Sul in late
2005. With his students sufficiently
intrigued, the book was published
officially in 2006, creating a revolution in the manner in which patterns
are perceived, and utilized for training methods. Student climbed another furlong in the infamy ladder,
they have had their pictures in Local papers, martial arts
magazines and now in a published book, one that that you
can buy from Amazon- now that’s’ infamy!!!
The Academy’s first home
grown Black belts arrived in
2006, a new dawn, and their
dreams were realised. Firstly
in March 2006, Mr Patel &
Mr Sultan were put through
their paces, and gave a spectacular performance of marThe Academy’s first black belt
tial arts prowess. If anyone
grading, March 2006
hasn’t seen the Black belt
Grading reel online, be advised that you should, and be
further advised of the Standard that is required for black

Of course these events were celebrated in Style, a Black
belt dinner must be held for everyone who makes it to the
rank of the mighty, the only sore point about that is it is
they who pay for it!!!! Hence Mr Avis wasn’t quite so
lucky when he had his Celebration meal!!
As well as gaining new black belts in 2006, we gained a
new hall. We knew that this was on the cards for a while,
however the news was given a mixed reception, true it was
bigger, true you didn’t have to dance the puddles which
miraculously formed around you while you were sparring,
but for some reason I know some of us still miss the old
place!
But Rayners Lane Community Centre (the old dojang) is
gone, and in December 2006 our first thing we ever did in
that hall was a grading!!!! A bit scary for some who had
never stepped into the hall before, and were used to the old
ways, but they persevered, and a couple of students broke
through previous training barriers that day!
2007 has arrived, and is now almost over. This will be written about at great length in this year’s magazine, so it
would not be appropriate to write something which others
will write, probably in greater detail.
So, I’ll leave you with this. Take a look around sometimes
and realise what the Academy has been through, Look
what it has achieved in the 8 years since its inception.
Rayners Lane Taekwon-do Academy is a world reckoned
establishment. You are part of that when you train here, I
hope you bear that in mind the next time you don’t feel like
training!

10 Facts from the over the Years!!
1. The club has been to 34 competitions (not including the
one in November 2007) and won a total of 499 medals!
(Gold’s: 217, Silvers: 142, Bronzes: 140), with Mr Anslow
winning 63 medals, Mr Avis winning 28, Mr Patel winning
12
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its only since 2007 we actually started closing on bank holiday Mondays due to
low turnouts.. previous years we ran straight through]

28, Mr Sultan winning 26, Mr Gautam winning 11, Kate
winning 23 and Lyndsey winning 20 thats an impressive
199 medal between them.
2. The web site has 245 posts on the Guest Book. [Ed: Actu-

7. Mr Anslow has had articles published in Martial Art
Magazines and Newspapers over 90 times

ally its probably double that as this is the 3rd guest book we have had to use as
older sites closed]

8. The “Christmas Magazine” was actually started in 1996 by Mr Anslow, at the
club he trained at (Wembley TKD) and
was Mr Anslows idea (along with
‘Student of the Year’ awards).

3. There has been 33 Grading over the years, and 2 Black
belt gradings
4. Since it started (the Student of the Month award), there
has been 74 awards handed out to 54 different students. Mr
Avis has won the award the most, as he has won it on 5
different occasions.
5. Mr Anslow has actually won “King of the Ring” events
four times, as the first King of the Ring event was held
even before the South East Opens started, at a tournament
in Watford!

9. www.raynerslanetkd.com has over 400
pages and includes old/new photographs,
video’s, articles, past student of the
year/month awards, syllabus stuff, the news letters, stuff
that has appeared in the martial arts press, history of Taekwon-do sections, theory and loads more, including past
editions of the Christmas magazine for downloading.

10. Before Mr Colin Wee (IAOMAS Australia) actually
6. The Academy only shuts its door 10 days a year and that met up with Mr Anslow in 2003 he thought the Academy
was named after a marter.. Whose name was actually
due to Christmas and bank holidays all other times on
Monday, Wednesday and Saturday the club is open. [Ed: And “Rayners Lane”!! LOL
The size of the Academy has grown just a bit, as you can see….
1st Academy Picture,
1999

Most recent Academy
picture, 2006

Do you recognise these students?
All have been training this year!
Answers on page 19

By
34th Competition Picture
October 2007

Mr Sultan AKA
Mr I. Quit by Kate
13

Aged 9
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Taekwon-do Pictures

Ifyou use emailand you
don’treceive regular
emails from the Academy you should email
M rAnslow with the correctemailaddress!

Saju Jirugi
By
Xiong Chan

By Ayomide Odunaiya

Mr Anslow
By
Aaron Cook,
aged 9
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A New Confidence
By Philip Skidmore

He had told me great things about
Rayners Lane but never the less I
was still very nervous. I remember
in the car on the way, like going to
your first ever job interview, my
hands were sweating and as for the
butterflies, they were more like pigeons!!

Confidence is something you either
have or you don’t not to be confused
with arrogance or cockiness, it’s something we would all like if we are not
already lucky enough to possess it!
From about 18 onwards, I had a pretty
rough time, I was a victim to a number
of unlucky and cruel circumstances,
from being robbed at knife point by 12
hooded gang members for ALL my
possessions, to being attacked one evening, beaten and left in the middle of
the street with a broken face which
resulted in face surgery! Just to name
a few!!

Fear usually kicks in when you do
not understand something or know
what to expect. I kept imagining
intimidating people smashing wood
with their bare hands and kicking
hell out of each other, cliché, I
know!

Sharing these things with you is not a cry for sympathy. I
know we have all had our ups and downs, but as you could
well imagine events like these completely shattered my
confidence. Any form of argument or confrontation would
leave me trembling in fear which I could not shake off. I
would constantly question myself and my ability to stand
up for myself.

Regardless to my thoughts, I was shocked within 5 minutes
of being in the dojang, I was welcomed with open arms,
friendly faces and to be honest, a great class of people!
People that did not look down on me, did not judge me or
intimidate me in any way. People who were always willing
to help and give advice when needed. With people like this,
I felt I could be a part of something and as the lessons have
I have always loved martial arts, from K1 to the UFC, I
always wanted to take part in some form of martial art but progressed, I have finally felt my confidence start to grown
if truth be told, I was always too afraid. I finally decided to back both physically and mentally.
face my fear and with the help of a very good friend
(Richard), he agreed to take me along to a class.
So on that note, I would like to thank Richard for helping
me to get there, he
has helped me in and
outside the dojang,
he is a true friend. I
would also like to
thank Stuart (Sir) for
all his help, Colin for
teaching me to keep
my guard up, all the
other Seniors and
students for their
support. I hope to
achieve great things
in Tae Kwon Do and
with your help, I
know I will. Thank
you! Phil
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Sparring Story
By Jonathan Choi

“Two on one sparring. Dunny. Vik. You're up against Lyndsey”.

Still, I think to myself, what's the WORST that could happen.

Doun “Albert” Choi jumps to his feet and Lyndsey “Crushinator” I lunge right, feint a front snap kick, then slide in, looking to
throw some punches.
Reynolds and Mr. Gautam come off the wall with him.
“Ok, charyot, kyong-ye... right leg
bow then slide our right legs
back, putting our hands up,
assuming a defensive posture.

back, ready stance”. We

BAMF!
There is a tiny flat click
and, for a moment, my
nose flexes in an
interesting way.

I'm looking forward to
this. It's been a long day
of job-hunting and I’ve
had just about all I can
take of reading briefs,
interviews, case studies,
assessed group exercises
and more case studies. I
feel like burning off
some frustration.

Fat drops of crimson pain run down
my face before
falling to the dojang floor through
a haze of unbidden
tears.
As I stagger to the bathroom
amid a chorus of concern, all
I can hear are those four
words:

“Keep your guard up!”
Comes a voice from
somewhere along the
wall.

“Keep your guard up”.
Later, I stand near the back of the
room as we bow out.

“Alright already!” I mutter to myself. “I know, I
know”.
My face hurts.
“Shijahk!”
Sabum-nim Anslow yells the command to begin
as he moves out of the way. Mr. Gautam is already
shooting off to the left and forward to cut off some angles.
Against my opponent, I must have a height and reach advantage
of half a foot, but it doesn’t feel like it. “The Crushinator” has
quick hands, is just months away from her black belt, and was a
gold medallist in sparring at the World Championships last year
(Ed. 2004 actually)

I have neatly rolled and inserted one square of toilet paper
up each of my nostrils, and they are gradually turning a
dark pink with a heady potion of sweat, nasal mucus, and
blood.
I wonder what I'll say at tomorrow’s next interview about the
bruises on my face.
“See you all on Wednesday” Sir says to the class. “Oh, and don't
tell anyone Dunny got beaten up by a girl.”

Bruce Lee Quotes
By Aaron Bennett
"To refuse to be cast down, that is the lesson. Walk on and see a new
view. Walk on and see the birds fly. Walk on and leave behind all the
things that would dam up the inlet of experience."
"To bring the mind into sharp focus and to make it alert so that it can
intuit truth, which is everywhere, the mind must be emancipated from
old habits, prejudices, restrictive thought processes and even ordinary
thought itself."
"Truth is a pathless road. It is total expression that has no 'before' or
'after'."
"I have always been a martial artist by choice, an actor by profession,
but above all, am actualising myself to be an artist of life."

"It is easy to criticise and
break down the spirit of others,
but to know yourself takes a
lifetime."
"The past is history and only
the future can give you happiness. so, everybody must prepare for thier future and create thier own future."
"Martial art is ultimatly an athletic expression of the dynamic human
body. More important yet, is the person who is expressing his own soul."
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Training Outside The Dojang
By Marek Handzel

all dedicated Martial Artists
should hold dear.

Regular training is essential in
the Martial Arts if one desires
to make progress of any
meaningful kind. Just as a
linguist must read, write and
speak in those chosen tongues
that are foreign to him or her,
so a dedicated Martial Artist
should also train his or her
muscles as much as possible
if they are too maintain their
skill levels and indeed build
on them.
Of course, attending the dojang three times a week, every
week, every year, is a good
place to start and for many,
sufficient training time to attain excellent technique and power.
However, many students cannot or are not willing to attend
classes three times a week and so lose out on vital time in the
dojang. In order to make up for this shortfall in dojang “facetime” the dedicated Martial Artist must take it upon him/herself
to provide their body with the training it needs.
One of the great aspects of training alone or with another dedicated Martial Artist is that one can hone training to one’s specific
needs. For example, I myself have recently begun to train at
home when possible in order to work on flexibility, balance and
stamina. Admittedly I have found it hard to build extra training
into my lifestyle (my trainers are still in their box) but gradually,
having realised that in order to progress in Taekwon-do I must
put in some extra training hours away from the dojang, I believe
it will almost become second nature to me. In fact, the ultimate
aim is to not even think of having to train outside the dojang, but
to have integrated it into one’s lifestyle.

For example, instead of taking
the lift at work I try to take the
steps at a reasonable pace, two
or three at a time. When it is
cold, before putting on a
jumper, dropping down and
doing press-ups until the point
of exhaustion can warm a body
up rapidly.
When shopping, taking as
many bags in one’s hands
rather than a trolley to the car
and then taking the longest
route to the car from the supermarket is a good form of improvised training.
When watching the television, a dedicated Martial Artist can
always find the time (if needed) to stretch and work on his/her
abdominal muscles. The couch is inviting, but training just for 15
minutes in front of the TV can re-invigorate the mind and body.
Some can even take training outside the dojang to a new level by
finding a training partner who can spare the time to work with
you on what you wish to work on. One thing that training with
someone else gives you is the ability to work on one’s reflexes
and self-defence techniques. Mr. Anslow has an excellent study
on one-one training on the Academy’s website. If the space and
money is available, then investing in a punch bag or makiwara
would also be an excellent step.
However, one must never over-do it. Always listen to your body
as you are its best judge!

General Choi trained every morning, even when he was an old
man, well past his physical prime. Although this is a wonderful
example to follow, it is perhaps not practical for all of us in today’s almost tragically hectic world.
But one can easily set aside 45 minutes perhaps three times a
week in order to work on certain parts of one’s training. Running
through patterns and possible applications, doing some ‘mini-onthe spot-circuit-training’ (20 press ups, 20 sit ups, 20 squat
thrusts, 30 seconds break, repeat as many times as possible until
exhaustion) warming up to stretch, actually stretching, executing
kicks at a very slow pace but with correct foot formation etc, are
but a small number of examples of what can be done in a confined space.
Outside, running (road work), conditioning work (trees don’t hit
back), working on jumping height (when no-one’s looking!) are
all possibilities.
Having said that, it can be the case that even setting aside time is
difficult. In such cases, one can still adopt the training ethos that
17
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Do-San Tul
By Mr Anslow

This is an article I wrote for “Taekwon-do & Korean Arts Here is a more in-depth version from the book:
Magazine” that is in turn, mainly taken from the book
“Ch’ang Hon Taekwon-do Hae Sul” and I thought I should
Do-San Tul
reproduce it here as its probably the most inDo-San is indeed a celebrated figure in Kodepth meaning of Do-San you will ever read.
rean history as he played a major part in KoThe book also has similar in-depth features on
rea’s independence, but was imprisoned by
the other patterns of Taekwon-do.
the Japanese and remained there until his
death in 1938.
This article takes a short break from the actual
pattern applications themselves and looks at
The 24 movements of this pattern are said to
the naming of the patterns as its becoming
represent Ahn Chang-Ho’s entire life devoted
more common for instructors to try to get stuto the education of Korea and its Independent
dents to perform a pattern ‘in the spirit’ of
movement. However, as Ahn Chang-Ho’s
whom it was named after! As far as I'm aware,
lifeline dates are given as 1876-1938, this
this is something past downwards from Genmeans he was 62 (or 60 – see footnote) when
eral Choi, but sadly I think this is a nigh on
he died, which can be a little confusing. Some feel the 24
impossible task for the average student. First of all they
movements are in reference to General Choi stating that the
have the ‘competition’ formats to think about and how a
24 patterns of Taekwon-do represent ‘One day in the unipattern needs to look to win medals which as we’ve already verse or an entire lifetime’, which many now include in the
read, effects patterns in a major way, leaving little room for short descriptions of Do-San tul, stating ‘the 24 movements
free-thinking, but more so, even in a class environment
of this pattern represent his entire life which he devoted to
where they may be allowed to perform the pattern with this furthering the education of Korea and its independence
‘spirit’ there is little to no information available that is of
movement’, however, when Do-San was formulated there
much help to enable them to do this, even though it was
were only 20 patterns of Taekwon-do and the added ‘24
something the founder wanted.
hours represent..’ (in reference to Do-San) was not included in any descriptions until around 1983 - so this canHowever, hopefully the information in the book can pernot be the original reason. I feel (initially at least) the 24
haps help to change this area as well, as I found researchmovements were in reference to the age at which Ahn
ing the pattern meanings in much more detail to not only be Chang-Ho became nationally recognized as a leader of his
very interesting, but in some cases enlightening, as they
countrymen, something which occurred not in Korea, but
offered much better glimpses into the whole patterns them- actually in the United States of America.
selves and in turn explained things about the pattern which
enables their practice to be in context with the ‘spirit’ of
At the age of 18, Ahn Chang-Ho became a member of
whom the patterns were named after.
Tongnip Hyophoe (Independence Association); the year
was 1894. In 1902, he emigrated to San Francisco in the
One of my favourite pieces of research so far concerned
United States with his newlywed wife, Lee Hae-Ryon and
Joong-Gun tul, as to me it explained so much about the
was one of the first Koreans to emigrate to the United
pattern and the reason for the multiple movements as well States of America. It is said that as he arrived on a steamas being an inspirational story in its own right. However, as ship approaching via Hawaii, he decided to call himself
the applications in last months article concerned Do-San tul, ‘Do-San’ (Island Mountain), resolving to ‘stand tall above
we will take this time to look at this pattern meaning.
the sea of turmoil existing in Korea at that time’
What we find is not only an in-depth history of this historical figure, a more probable link to why it has 24 moveBy the age of 24 (the number of movements in the pattern),
ments, links into western television but also an error that
Ahn Chang-Ho was known as a leader of his countrymen
has never been corrected – read on!
within the United States as he organized the Kungminhoe
(Korean National Association) which inspired his fellow
99.9% of students are given the following meaning for Do- countrymen (in the United States) to hope for national inSan (which paradoxically comes from General Choi’s
dependence. In 1906, he returned home to form an indemanuals) with which they are expected to use to base the
pendence group known as the Shinmin-Hoe (New Peoples
spirit of the pattern performance on:
Association) after learning of the Japanese Protectorate
Treaty. A treaty which enforced the right of the Japanese to
Do-San is the pseudonym (pen name) of the patriot Ahn legally occupy his country. Shinmin-Hoe promoted Korean
Chang Ho (1878 - 1938)1 who devoted his entire life to
independence via the cultivation of nationalism in educafurthering the education of Korea and its independent
tion, culture and business.
movement.1
18
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By 1910, the Shinmin-Hoe had
grown in size considerably and
soon became the focus of the
Japanese occupiers attempts to
close down such organizations
as they threatened the occupation. In December of the same
year a fake plot was fabricated
of an assassination attempt on
Terauchi, Masatake,the Japanese Governor-General of the
time, who was due to attend a
dedication ceremony of a bridge
on the Amnok river. The JapaTerauchi Masatake 2
nese used this fabricated plot as
an excuse to arrest every one of the Shinmin-Hoe leaders as
well as six hundred innocent Christians. One hundred and
five Koreans were tried after horrific torture in which many
of those arrested died. This incident and the fact that the
charges and plot were obviously fabricated concerned the
worldwide community so greatly that they applied international pressure on the Japanese which eventually allowed
most of the defendants to go free.

tions in which the Japanese police
fired into the crowds, Ahn ChangHo was not deterred and continued
his work in the US, even creating a
village in Manchuria for wandering
Korean refugees.
Political unrest continued in Korea
throughout Ahn Chang-Ho’s life,
which saw him arrested and released by the Japanese on a number
of occasions until he passed away in Seoul on 10th March
1938, a national hero.

After the assignation of Hiro-Bumi Ito (by Joong-Gun) Japan tightened its grip on Korea’s leaders and Ahn ChangHo, was forced into exile in Manchuria before finally ending up again in America.

Ahn Chang-Ho Memorial, Riverside, California, USA 3

Whilst in America the first time,
Ahn Chang-Ho’s wife, Lee HaeRyon gave birth to their son Philip
(29th March, 1905). Born in California, Philip became an actor and
is well remembered for his famous
role in the 1970’s series ‘KungFu’ (starring David Carradine).
Philip Ahn played Master Kan, the
wise monk who was in charge of
the Shaolin Temple and
‘Grasshoppers’ mentor. Philip
Ahn’s acting career lasted over
forty years until he passed away on
28th February, 1978.

Do-San sees the student introduced
to inside blocks, the straight finger-tip thrust, 360 degree
spinning motions and their purposes. It also introduces the
students to split second counter striking and starts to teach
the student how to use techniques that flow into each other
via the use of body mechanics rather than shifting stances.
This pattern is split into combinations, mainly of two or
four (2 x 2) movements and allows defences to be practiced
to both sides. This pattern seems to concern itself chiefly
with releases from wrist and arm grabs, followed by fast
The ‘Hungsadan’. Circa 1917
counter strikes. Do-San tul starts from the ready posture
Whilst in America, he was elected chairman of the Korean Narani Junbi Sogi (Parallel Ready Stance). Though there is
National People's Association which negotiated with the
no record of this ready posture having any significance,
US government. During this time he formed the
some believe it signifies a man in hand cuffs. However,
‘Hungsadan’, a secret organization of patriots. This and
subsequent patterns with the same ready posture (Yul-Gok,
other organizations put pressure on the US President
Choong-Moo etc) have no mention of the figure they de(Woodrow Wilson) to speak on behalf of Korean autonomy scribe being imprisoned so the reason is tenuous at best.
at the Paris peace talks in 1918.
Nevertheless, it remains a nice way to describe the posture.
In 1919, Ahn Chang-Ho travelled to Shanghai to form part
of a Provisional Korean Government and help draw up a
Democratic Constitution for Korea but after two years, he
resigned his post after becoming disillusioned with the provisional Korean leaders and their in-fighting.
On 1st March, 1919, the Provisional Korean Government
declared independence from Japan, calling for a massive
resistance from the Korean people. Though thousands were
killed, arrested and tortured during unarmed demonstra-

1 The Encyclopaedia of Taekwon-do and countless other references are wrong, as
Ahn Chang-Ho was actually born in the year 1878 (9th November) and not 1876.
http://www.ahnchangho.or.kr

Picture: Carl Prinz von Hohenzollern, Meine Erlebnisse wahrend des Russisch-Japanischen
Krieges, 1904-1905, Ernst Siegfried Mittler und Sohn, 1912

2

3 Picture courtesy of the International Relations Council of
Riverside, CA

Reproduced from the book
“Ch’ang Hon Taekwon-do Hae Sul: Real Applications To The ITF Patterns”
Copyright © 2006 Stuart Paul Anslow
Book available via Amazon.co.uk
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Ethics Of Taekwon-do
By Katie McLeod

strength, in both physical and mental ways.
Tae kwon do students can improve themselves physically, and mentally by training
on a regular basis. The final goal is to
achieve harmony with nature and oneself.
Balance is gained by controlling both evil
and good forces (Yin vs. Yang): A true
Tae kwon do student knows how to behave in all situations e.g in an confrontation not to always result to violence to
solve it.
In my opinion, Tae kwon do (and I guess this goes for
every Martial Art) is not only a way to improve skills of
self defence, but it's a way of life. Practicing Tae kwon do
gives the student more self-confidence, but this should not
result in a false sense of superiority.

As in Tae kwon do and all other Martial
Arts, ethics are of great importance. One
can look at individual ethics, treat a fellow
-man right, or one can look at social ethics,
as part of a whole.
Ethics basically all comes down to one
point, the difference between 'good' and
'evil'. We practice tae kwon do, often seen
as an aggressive sport, but does this mean
that we can be aggressive? Do we want to
be aggressive? The answer is NO!
We wear protection, because we don't want someone else
to be injured, nor do we want to get hurt ourselves. Tae
kwon do is not a destructive and aggressive sport, but a
sportive one. As I see it, taking part in a competition or
sparring is not to hurt your opponent, but to test your
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Meet The Mareks
But can you name the real characters & shows?
No cheating!

Answers over the page
21
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Meet The Mareks
The Answers!

Professor M aka Professor X of
the X-Men

Doh! aka Homer from the
Simpsons

Little Britain's
Lou & Andy

Mayor
Milford Meanswell
from Lazy Town

“Marek & I” aka Yul Brynner
(The King & I)

Captain Marek aka Captain Picard from
Star Trek: TNG

Marek Goodhew aka Duncan
Goodhew (Olymipic Swimmer)

Marek Crowe
aka Russell Crowe

The Handzel brothers
aka The Mitchell brothers
from Eastenders

Mare’k aka Teal’c
from Stargate SG1

Gordon Lui
Legendary Kung-Fu
Movie Star
22

Marek Dumptey
aka Humptey Dumptey

Marek—the only gay in the
Academy aka Daffyd—the
only gay in the village (Little
Britian)

Just an egg, in an egg cup!
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Guess The Mareks?
Okay.. So you worked out the Mareks on the last pages,
BUT can you figure out those that are ‘wannabee’ Mareks?
Try and guess before reading the caption!!

2

5

4

7

10

3

6

8

9

11

12
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Recognise The Students (Answers): Lloyd Lewis, Jade Harris, Kate Barry

1
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Rayners Lane
By Kate Barry
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Taekwon-do Demo at School Assembly
By Amrit Lohia & Dan Luo (both aged 6)

In March 2007, Dan and I did a demonstration of Taekwondo.
We did the demonstration in our Showcase assembly where people could show their talents. For the demonstration, we
did Saju Jirugi. Everyone was really impressed as we were only 6 years old and in Year 1 and we did something for the
Showcase assembly. Also, at that time, we had only been doing Taekwondo for less than a year.
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Train Your Mind
By Mr Clarke

Taekwon-do should train the mind as well as the body, so lets see how sharp you
are!
Look at each picture, try to determine what it represents?
I’ll start you off with the first one (on the left), then its up to you!

- The one on the left is “An Egg Plant”
The rest are up to you! No cheating now!
Answers on page ##

1

2

4

3

5

8

6

9

7

10

Christmas Sale
Marek Heads—£19.99
Available at all good stores

1-Card Shark 2-Assaulted
Peanut 3-Tap Dancers 4-King
Of Pop 5-Light Beer 6-Hole
Milk 7-I-Pod 8-Knight Mare 9
-A Pool Table 10-Doctor
Pepper

ANSWERS
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Hwanyoung Hapnida In Korea

: of the paradise at the hell
Submitted by Mr Anslow

North
Korea

South
Korea

This country, called Choson in Korean, is located between China and
South Korea. Its capital is Pyongyang. With its surface of 120 538 km².
Its a small country but the density is
of 192 people/km².

This country is located just south of
North Korea. It is called Han-guk in
Korean. Its capital is Seoul. It has
nearly the same surface as North
Korea which is of 99 268 km². The
density is one of the most raised in
the world with 497,5 people/km².

There are 23.1 million of North Korean who all speak the national language which is Korean.

There are 48.8 million South Korean
people who also speak the national
language which is Korean.

It has 9 provinces which are:
Chagang-do, Hamgyong-bukto,
Hamgyong-namdo, Hwanghae-bukto,
Hwanghae-namdo, Kangwon-do,
P'yongan-bukto, P'yongan-namdo
and Yanggang-do.

The Korean national flower is the
rose of Sharon.
The traditional dress known
hanbok has been worn
since ancient times.
The hanbok consists
of a shirt (jeogori) and
pants (baji). The traditional hat is called
gwanmo and special
meaning is attached to
this piece of clothing.

Common Points
distance themselves from the ordinary
people.

There are also 9 provinces which
are: Cheju-do, Cholla-bukto, Chollanamdo, Ch'ungch'ong-bukto,
Ch'ungch'ong-namdo, Kangwon-do,
Kyonggi-do, Kyongsang-bukto and
Kyongsang-namdo.
fell out with the president of the time
and moved to Canada. Ch’ang Hon
Taekwon-do only started in North Korean in the mid eighties!
Another martial sport
in Korea is Ssireum
(a form of wrestling)

as

Korean cuisine is probably best known
for kimchi, which uses a distinctive
fermentation process of preserving
vegetables. Chili peppers are also
commonly used, earning the cuisine a
reputation for being spicy. Fish, generKoreans used to dress difally grilled or stewed, is the primary
ferently, making clothing
source of protein. Bulgogi (roasted
This is a traditional Korean house
an important mark of social rank. Impressive, but called Hanok in Korean
marinated beef, chicken, or pork),
sometimes cumbergalbi (ribs), and samgyeopsal (pork
some, costumes were Taekwondo is one of the national sport
fatback) are popular meat entrees. Koworn by the ruling sof Korea. However, Ch’ang Hon
rean meals are usually accompanied by
class and the royal Taekwon-do (ITF) started in South
a soup or stew, often made with dwenfamily. Jewellery Korea and was replaced by Kukki
jang bean paste. Popular dishes are
Taekwondo (WTF) after the founder
was also used to
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The Korean currency is the Won - In
bibimbap (mixed rice), naengmyeon
(cold noodles), galbitang (stewed ribs), both North and South Korea.
and dwenjang jjigae (fermentated bean
paste stew).

( in North and South Korea ), Confucianism ( in North and South Korea ),
Chondogyo ( in North and South Korea )...

...Shamanism ( only in
South Korea )...

There are 3 religions in North Korea and 5 in South
Korea : Buddhism

...and Christianity ( only in
South Korea ).

The Differences
Kim Jong-il : a dictator
He was born in 1941; he succeeded his father Kim Il-sung, founder and dictator of
the Democratic People's Republic, who
died in 1994. A true personality cult gets
organized around him (like each dictator : Stalin, Hitler,
... ).

Roh Moo-hyun: the South Korean
President
His political career was marked by attempts
to overcome regionalism in South Korean
politics, culminating in his election to the
presidency. The emergence of a liberal reformist and antiAmerican political movement in the country was another
factor in his victory.

From 1995, he created and developed the policy of songun
which grants the priority to the intensification of the army Roh's policy highlights include an unpopular decision to
in the construction of the North Korean socialism.
send Korean troops to Iraq, a failed attempt to relocate the
capital from Seoul to the Chungcheong region, and a bid
It is also from 1995 when the first problem of famine apfor a grand coalition with the conservative Grand National
peared in North Korea. These problems of famine, and its Party that was widely criticized.
estimated impact of how many it affects are from 200000
(officials numbers) to 2000000 deaths and the regime hin- Seoul is the capital of
dered and diverted a big part of the world food aid for the South Korea. It is now a
benefit of the army and the supports of the regime, what
big and modern city, loled certain ONG to stop their help.
cated on the river Han, at
the Northwest of the counFamine struck North Korea in the midtry. Seoul is the 6th city
1990s, set off by unprecedented floods.
the most populated in the
This autarkic urban, industrial society
world with a population of
had achieved food self-sufficiency in
10 297 004 inhabitants.
prior decades through a massive industrialization of agriculture. However,
For the displacements, Seoul accounts around 3,000,000
the economic system relied on massive
vehicles which circulate every day (so traffic jams are the
concessionary inputs of fossil fuels,
norm!) but you can use the subway (tube) which has 8
primarily from the Soviet Union and
lines, or the bus which has almost 200 services or the 6
the People's Republic of China. When
motorways which connect the districts of the city between
the Soviet collapse and China's marketisation switched
them.
trade to a hard currency, full price basis, North Korea's
economy collapsed. The vulnerable agricultural sector ex- Seoul is composed of 25 districts :
perienced a massive failure in 1995–96, expanding to full- Dobong-gu, Dongdaemun-gu, Dongjak-gu, Eunpyeong-gu,
fledged famine by 1997–99. Hundreds of thousands, if not Gangbuk-gu, Gangdong-gu, Gangnam-gu, Gangseo-gu,
millions died of starvation (estimates range from 200,000 Geumcheon-gu, Guro-gu, Gwanak-gu, Gwangjin-gu,
to 3.5 million). North Korea has not yet resumed its food
Jongno-gu,
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Jung-gu, Jungnang-gu, Mapo-gu, Nowon-gu, Seocho-gu,
Seodaemun-gu, Seongbuk-gu, Seongdong-gu, Songpa-gu,
Yangcheon-gu, Yeongdeungpo-gu and Yongsan-gu.

self-sufficiency and relies on external food aid from
China, Japan, South Korea and the United States. Recently, North Korea requested that food supplies are nolonger delivered.

Pyongyang
The Royal Palace of Gyeongbokgung

Pyongyang is the capital of North Korea. There are
around 2,000,000 inhabitants in this city. Pyongyang has
a metro (Underground), since 1973, with 17 stations in
the city but only 2 are accessible for the tourists. It has
also many monuments of the Revolution like the arch of
triumph of Kim Il-sung, Juche tower or the museum of
the Korean war. Pyongyang has a modern architecture
because the city was completely destroyed by the American bombs during the Korea War, which lasted of 1950
to 1953.

Changdeokgung is well integrated into its natural environment. The buildings, the houses and the garden of the
palace are arranged in a rather free way but always harmonize some with nature, which makes of Changdeokgung a model of architecture with regard to the palaces.
The back garden has rare trees. It is a perfect example of
Korean garden in all its splendour. The civil servant of
the court and the members of the royal family often came
to relax there.

Rice fields
are also
present in
North Korea as
North Korea is a
traditional
country
and cultivates rice.

This is Cho Seungwoo. She is a Pansori
singer.
The pansori is a musical representation
interpreted by a
singer-narrator, accompanied by a drum.
The singer-narrator,
being held upright,
sings, and speaks. It is accompanied by a seated person
on its drum who encouraging the singer using exclamations; sometimes at the key moments of the account.

These photos from North Korea are really rare because it
is dangerous to go in North Korea. North Korea is one of
few dictatorships left today in the world.
It is a little difficult to find a
picture of the
North Korean
national team
of football but
here is one of
them in training. The North
Korean national women team of football is more famous because it
has won the World cup this year.

The South Korean
national team of
football : the Red
Devils. During the
last world cup of
football, they were
in the group G (with France, Togo and Switzerland ). In
2002, South Korea organized the world cup with football
in association with Japan.
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By Wesley Maunders
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The UFC’s Top Fighters
By Richard Baker

“Merry Christmas to everyone. Please try not to spend to much on my Christmas present ha ha.”
I have chosen to speak about my two favourite UFC fighters (George ‘rush’ St-Pierre and Chuck ‘Iceman’ Liddell)
George St-Pierre is well rounded mixed martial artist with
great ground work (Ju-Jitsu and wrestling) and excellent
stand up skills in the areas of Taekwondo, and boxing.
With these skills George went from being the underdog at
the start of his career to being the golden boy favourite.
The quality that I see in George is something that I see in
myself with regards to setting yourself a goal and training
as hard as you can to succeed and get to the top. Give
110% into every training session. When you put your mind
to it you can achieve anything. George at this present time
is not the Welterweight champion but without a doubt he
will be the champion soon.

George "Rush" St. Pierre was born on May 19, 1981 in
Saint Isidore, Quebec, Canada. St. Pierre says that his turn
to martial arts came at the young age of six when he began
karate lessons to help defend himself against a school bully.
After his karate teacher passed away, St. Pierre began training heavily in wrestling, boxing, Taekwondo and Brazilian
jiu-jitsu.
St. Pierre has said that he first began dreaming of a career
in professional MMA fighting after watching Royce Gracie
fight a title bout at UFC 1 in 1993. He fought his first amateur bout at the young age of 16, taking on a 25 year old
Canadian boxer. His ground skills were admittedly poor at
the time but St. Pierre won the fight handily with a knockout caused by a karate kick to his opponent’s head. He
made his UFC debut soon after at UFC 46 where he defeated Karo Parisyan by decision. After defeating Jay
Hieron by TKO at UFC 48, St. Pierre was given the opportunity of a lifetime – a shot at the welterweight title against
one of his idols, Matt Hughes, at UFC 50. St. Pierre lost
that fight due to an armbar submission in the first round but
quickly committed to working his way to another shot at
the title and Hughes.

Chuck Liddell is the KNOCKOUT KING. He has knocked
out more people then I have had hot dinners. His skills
consist of kick boxing, wrestling and Ju-Jitsu, but his main
technique is counter punching, he waits for you to make
the mistake miss a kick or punch then ‘BANG’ lights out.
It is without a doubt the quality that I like most about
Chuck he can put you to sleep with just one punch. Unfortunately Chuck is no longer the Light heavyweight, I don’t
know if it is his age being 37 or the fact that there are new
fresh, tougher fighters joining the UFC. Chuck will always He moved quickly, defeating Jason Miller at UFC 52,
be someone that I will admire and maybe one day I can be Frank Trigg at UFC 54, and then-lightweight title holder
Sean Sherk at UFC 56. A split decision win over former
the KNOCKOUT KING!!!!! Ha ha ha.
UFC welterweight champion BJ Penn put George in line
for another shot at Hughes and his title at UFC 63. An unexpected groin injury forced St. Pierre to waive the fight,
and the slot was given to BJ Penn, the next-highest rated
fighter in that division. UFC management publically promised to give St. Pierre his well-deserved title-shot following
his rehabilitation.
It was at UFC 65 that George St. Pierre was given another
shot at Matt Hughes and the UFC welterweight title. The
fight lasted only two rounds with St. Pierre winning by
TKO after knocking Hughes down with a kick to the head
and then raining down a barrage of unanswered punches.
The referee stopped the fight at that point and St. Pierre put
on a UFC title belt for the first time.

George St. Pierre - "Rush"
Name: George St. Pierre
Record: 13-2-0
Height: 5'10
Weight: 169lbs

St. Pierre has trained with several different teams, the most
notable being the Triumph Fight Team and the Canadian
National Wrestling Team. His training has taken place at
many famous venues with several top-notch trainers including Renzo Gracie at the Jiu Jitsu Academy in New
York. He also trains with other professional MMA fighters
including Rashad Evans and Keith Jardine at the Submission Fighting Gaidojutsu School in New Mexico.
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to Randy Couture, Ortiz agreed to fight Chuck on April
2nd, 2004 in Las Vegas for the UFC 47 event. Ortiz
taunted Liddell throughout the first round and, after a nearbrawl erupted between the first and second round, Liddell
had finally had enough. A flurry of punches early in the
second round forced Ortiz to the mat with Liddell winning
by technical knockout.
A rematch with rival Randy Couture took place at UFC 52
with Liddell avenging his earlier loss with a first round
knockout. The only other man to have beaten Liddell at this
point in his career was Jeremy Horn, and the UFC scheduled a rematch for the two popular fighters at UFC 54 in a
title bout. A different show then their first scrap, this fight
saw Liddell in complete control. The ‘Iceman’ used his
noted sprawl to defend against Horn’s takedown attempts
for the first three rounds before ending the fight in the
fourth round with a technical knockout.

Chuck ‘Iceman’ Liddell
Santa Barbara, CA, USA
37
6' 2" (188 cm)
205 lbs. (93 kg)

A rubber match was arranged for Liddell and Couture at
UFC 57 and Couture wasn’t able to come out on top. After
Liddell won the fight with a knockout to retain the UFC
light heavyweight championship Couture announced his
full retire from MMA fighting. Another title defense was
quickly scheduled for Liddell versus Renato Sobral and
Chuck scored a quick TKO win at 1:35 of the very first
round.

Chuck ‘Iceman’ Liddell (born Charles David Liddell) was
born on December 17th, 1969 in Santa Barbara, California.
After starting his athletic career as a football player and
street fighter, Liddell was simply destined for professional
fighting.

A rematch between Liddell and Ortiz was arranged to take
place on December 30th, 2006 at UFC 66, and Liddell was
well prepared. Using his wrestling tactics to keep Ortiz on
his feet, Chuck was able to win the fight with a massive
TKO in the third round. A rematch was next for Quinton
Jackson, one of the few men to have defeated Chuck Liddell. Chuck was dropped quickly by TKO, losing his second straight match to Jackson.

The ‘Iceman’ started his career bouncing between the International Fighting Championship, the Ultimate Fighting
Championship and the PRIDE fighting organizations. After
taking a hard loss to Jeremy Horn due to submission with
an arm triangle joke, Liddell went on to solidify a professional record of 12-1 by the beginning of 2002. UFC management quickly began attempts to schedule a fight between Liddell and then-heavyweight champion Tito Ortiz,
but Ortiz continuously thwarted the attempts, citing scheduling conflicts. With a well-known name and high expectations surrounding him, Liddell agreed to fight heavy favorite Randy Couture for the UFC light heavyweight title, a
class created by the UFC in order to force Ortiz to fight or
quit. While Chuck fought well, Couture was continuously
able to take him down and eventually won the fight by
mounting Liddell and forcing a stoppage due to strikes.
Despite the loss, the UFC chose Liddell to be the organization’s heavyweight representative in Japan for the PRIDE
2003 Middleweight Grand Prix. Liddell made it to the tournament’s semi-final round with a win over Alistair
Overeem but lost quickly and badly to Quinton ‘Rampage’
Jackson in the following round by TKO.
Liddell’s return to the United States and the UFC saw his
opportunity to battle Tito Ortiz finally arrive. After losing
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Look for these words (up, down, across or diagonal)
Mr Anslow, Makgi, Tul , Chookyo, Tae Kwondo, Orun,
Wen, Kaunde, Dan Gun, Kup
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Christmas No.1’s
By Marek Handzel

No longer as eagerly awaited following the advent of downloading and all that stuff, The best-selling single at Christmas in the UK still captures the imagination. Marek Handzel runs down the Christmas No.1s since 1973. Sort of.
Bah humbug.

1973: Merry Xmas Everybody, Slade
Arguably the best Christmas
No.1 of all time and now a
bona fide festive season classic.
When you hear Noddy Holder
screaming “iiiiiiiit’s… Christmas!!” over the loudspeaker
system in your local shopping
centre you can almost taste the
turkey and feel the hangover.

1983: Only You, Flying Pickets
Flying bus tickets would be a much
better name for a band. [Ed: Na, they were
good.. At least their first song!]

1984: Do They Know It's
Christmas? Band Aid
I don’t know, don’t ask me, you lot were the ones over there
filming and everything, why didn’t you just ask them? On a serious note – great, great, great Christmas song. [Ed: Everyone still lives

1974: Lonely this Christmas, Mud

the original]

Christmas can remind you that life is all about family and friends,
big smiles and even bigger hugs. Big sigh.

1985: Merry Christmas Everyone,
Shakin' Stevens

1975: Bohemian Rhapsody,
Queen
Freddie Mercury – what was he thinking? Genius or madman? Just hope that
Channel Four shows Wayne’s World on
Boxing Day.

1976: When a Child is Born, Johnny Mathis
Don’t cry, no, don’t, please. Oh go on then.

1977: Mull of Kintyre / Girls' School, Wings

Elvis died after eating 346 cheeseburgers in one
hour. Accept it.

1986: Reet Petite, Jackie Wilson
I studied French at school you know.

1987: Always on my Mind, Pet Shop Boys
On the subject of pets, they are for life, not just for Christmas.
Unless you buy a tadpole or something whose lifespan is about 6
hours. Bummer.

No really, don’t cry, pretty please. Oh go on then. I know, I can’t 1988: Mistletoe and Wine, Cliff Richard
believe Paul McCartney was in the Beatles either.
Oh Lord, spare us.

1978: Mary's Boy Child /
Oh My Lord, Boney M

1989: Do They Know It's Christmas? Band Aid II
They’re asking us again. Just sing along and ignore them.

Hey, these were the days when
men were men and Christmas
was Christmas, give them a break.
Or a bone. Givin’ the dog a bone,
now that’s a tune.

1979: Another Brick in the Wall (part II), Pink
Floyd
Forget LCD TVs – this all about LSD. Just say no.

1980: There's No-one Quite Like Grandma, St
Winifred's School Choir
Well, there probably is actually, but if you’re lucky enough to
still have your grandparents then be extra
nice to them this Christmas!

1981: Don't You Want Me? Human League
No. Sorry. Amazing that you knew really.

1990: Saviour's Day, Cliff Richard
Sometimes you just have to take the pain, even
on Christmas Day.

1991: Bohemian Rhapsody, Queen
Have I got this list wrong? Probably.

1992: I Will Always Love You, Whitney Houston
Whooaa, steady on there Whitney. One for the ladies.

1993: Mr Blobby, Mr Blobby
Proof, if it was ever needed, that success is
99% hard work 1% talent. I love you too Blobby.

1994: Stay Another Day, East 17
I would but I need to er… go and make some
Turkey sandwiches.

[Ed: Only Human was their best song btw!]

1995: Earth Song, Michael Jackson

1982: Save Your Love, Renee and Renato

Jacko might be Wacko but he can belt out a tune with the best of
‘em.

Never heard of this lot. Save my love? What for - Christmas?
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1996: 2 Become 1,
Spice Girls

10 Facts All Parents
Should Know!

I must say, I quite liked the
video for this one. Tehehehehehehehehehehe. Ahem.

By Mr Anslow

1997: Too Much, The
Spice Girls

1. Mr Anslow is from the ‘old skool’. Which had some
of the best and some of the worst training methods
available. Rayners Lane tries to keep the best and
eradicate the worst! Though tough training is the best
and only way to learn and improve!

Bananarama just never had this sort of management. Manager: “Christmas is coming… release a
single.” Band: “All our songs are rubbish.” Manager: “What’s your point?”

1998: Goodbye, The Spice Girls
Shurley shome mishtake police officer? I saw the
criminal, he wash in this bush so I dived in after
him. Merry Chrisssmassh!!

1999: I Have a Dream / Seasons in the
Sun, Westlife
Drown it in Guinness rather than
yourself.

2000: Can We Fix It?, Bob
the Builder
Probably not.

2001: Somethin' Stupid,
Robbie Williams & Nicole
Kidman
Now this really does get my goat.

2002: Sound of the Underground, Girls Aloud
I have no idea what the girls
are on about. When are
ABBA going to reform?

2003: Mad World - Michael Andrews featuring Gary Jules
It is indeed. Why follow the Americans and have
turkey for Christmas dinner? Get the geese out!
Four in the oven and you’re away. Or duck.
Quack.

2. Rayners Lane has one of the most in-depth and
toughest grading syllabus in any Taekwon-do school in
the country (if not the world). So rest assured, a pass is well deserved
and well earned by each and every student.
3. Rayners Lane Taekwon-do Academy ‘s grading panel is hand selected by Mr Anslow and is irrespective of grade, but based on who Mr
Anslow respects in the area of Taekwon-do and thus their knowledge
and skills, witnessed from his own years of training. Every single one of
every single grading panel he has trained with, under or taught himself.
4. Students pass or fail a grading based on their own merits. A failed
student is for a short while, an unhappy student but we operate a “No
Compromise” policy.. Meaning a grading is fair analysis of a students
ability and whether they should move up or not. There are easier gradings at others schools but these lack the quality of the Academy!
5. Each news letter takes between 4 to 6 hours to write, edit and layout.
Nothing is more grating than hearing a parent (or older student) say “I
didn't read it” or showing that they didn't read it by asking about details
that are put in the news letter for YOU to know, as they only take 10
minutes to read.
6. Late in 2007 we introduced the ‘deadline’ fee. This is because way to
many students (and parents) ignore the deadlines in the news letters.
Most stuff that has deadlines is done for nothing (i.e.. Filling out competition forms etc.), so having to do everything more than once is really
not fair, hence the ‘deadline’ fee!

7. The Academy has a social scene! This includes yearly camping trips,
as well as other activities. A few years back we considered a ‘scene’
purely for the children of the Academy and even organised a bowling
2004: Do They Know It's Christmas outing... But so few came along it died a quick death! If you get inBand Aid 20 (Band Aid 1984, Band Aid volved in other activities we would organise more trips etc.

11 1989)

That’s the third time you’re asking us. I dunno,
email them.

2005: Shayne Ward - That's My Goal

8. Young students need support! Yes, its that simple... Without your
support and encouragement 9 out of 10 young students will fall by the
wayside before black belt! This will not be their fault! Harsh, but true!

Which one? I’m playing in midfield, you just keep 9. Competitions offer a lot more than a way to gain trophies. They teach
reminding yourself about where you’re playing.
students that manners are important, winning is not always the result we
The Christmas football programme though, wonwant but sometimes must accept graciously and that being part of a
derful really isn’t it?

team, is important as well, as well as many other skills!

2006 Leona Lewis – A
moment like this
Life is made up of moments I
suppose. Roll on the next one.

10. To be good at Taekwon-do students need to practice out of class as
well! All parents should set aside some time for their son/daughter to
practice at home.- with you watching and checking!
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Maintaining Focus
Submitted By Aaron Bennett

Meditation

Satori

Meditation helps develop focus and concentration. Follow- Satori, or meditation that
leads to enlightenment, is
ing are several meditation techniques that martial artists
attempted in Zen Buduse.
dhism. Many Asian religions and philosophies
Visualization
Visualization is simply a method of imagining how to per- encourage the use of
form perfectly. After a workout, a martial artist can sit in a meditation for achieving
relaxed position, eyes closed, and review the session. He or enlightenment. Some
martial artists also atshe can consider what went well and why, plus identify
areas that need improvement. The martial artist then thinks tempt this type of meditation for its spiritual
about how the weaknesses could be overcome. If something about the workout was frustrating or distracting, the benefits.
martial artist considers why this was so and how the frusBreathing Techtration or distraction could be avoided in the future.
Visualization
is also used
before any test
of the martial
artist’s skills,
such as prior to
a competition
or a sparring
match. Again,
the martial artist finds a quiet
corner, sits in a
relaxed position with eyes closed, and imagines how the
sparring match will go. He or she will imagine sparring
perfectly, avoiding or blocking strikes, delivering attacks
that score points, performing without getting a warning or
penalty. This type of visualization helps the fighter feel
confident going into the match and helps produce a calm
and focused mind.

Zazen Meditation
Zazen meditation is a
method of meditation
in which the martial
artist simply controls
and then stops all
thoughts. The goal is to
attain an empty, harmonious mind. Many
martial arts, including
Taekwondo and Karate,
teach this type of meditation. Practicing
"empty mind" helps
fighters remain calm
and detached, leaving
them able to cope with
the challenges of martial arts practice or competition.

niques
To help with meditation
and to improve focus and concentration, martial artists can
use various types of breathing techniques. Most martial
artists use at least a simple breathing technique: inhale
deeply through the nose, then exhale slowly through the
mouth. With this breathing technique, your breath should
go deep into your stomach. Your chest and your abdomen
should both move in and out. Doing this breathing after a
workout or at intervals throughout a workout helps your
body get enough oxygen. You can increase the intensity
and length of your workout by incorporating such breathing techniques.
Focused breathing techniques can be used to control your
breathing by deliberately slowing your breath rate, which
helps you to recover more quickly from physical exertion.
Focused breathing also helps you control everyday stress
by calming you down. As you breathe in through the nose
and out through the mouth, take a few seconds longer to
inhale and exhale between breaths. Gradually extend the
length of time between breaths until you are relaxed and
can breathe slowly without effort.
To increase lung capacity when you perform focused
breathing, extend your arms out to the side while inhaling.
Slowly push your hands together while exhaling. Imagine
the breath coming into and leaving your lungs as you do
this.
Martial artists should be aware of their breathing at all
times, especially when performing techniques. Always
breathe out while striking with the technique. This helps
add focus and power to each technique. Then, inhale when
returning to the starting position. Often, when you concentrate on exhaling as you strike, inhaling follows naturally.
Don’t breathe too rapidly or you’ll hyperventilate.
As you become more comfortable with these breathing
techniques, you will notice improved endurance during
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your workouts.

CONTROLLING THE MATCH
Using the mental discipline of focus and perseverance is
essential to developing excellent sparring skills. Mental
discipline can help you control a sparring match, but it
must be linked to physical skills to work. The following
tips can help you combine mental and physical skills in
order to gain and keep the upper hand in a sparring match.

opponent. But just because such distractions help fighters
win matches doesn’t mean you should resort to unsportsmanlike conduct. Instead, control the match by sparring
with skill and confidence.

Some fighters use different tactics to try to psych out their
opponents. A sparring match starts when the judge or instructor says "go," and the two contestants signal their intention to fight by giving a kihop or kiai. Some fighters will
shout and kick at the same time, thinking the split second
difference will give them a valuable edge. In fact, many
Don’t Let Frustration Take Hold
fighters think this is a great tactic. Others call it cheating
When sparring, it can be easy to get discouraged or frus(you’re supposed to wait until after you kihop or kiai to
trated. Don’t let these feelings distract you. Even if your
begin
sparring). If you are matched with an opponent who
partner is scoring points and you’re not, you have to conuses
this
tactic, you cannot hope to reason with him or her.
tinue fighting confidently. Don’t be frustrated or embarYou
must
simply anticipate what the fighter is going to do
rassed by techniques that don’t succeed or by counters that
and
then
avoid
the kick. How? Watch plenty of sparring
are off or by openings that are missed. Learn from these
failures instead of being angered or discouraged by them. If matches to learn the tricks that fighters use, and then get
your doubts get the better of you, your opponent will have ready for them.
won without scoring a point. A positive attitude is essential
to good sparring. Even bad sparring experiences help you One way to anticipate moves is to always look your opponent in the eye as you spar. This is basic but hard to relearn and grow as a martial artist.
member. Don’t watch your partner’s arms and legs to see
what kicks or punches might be coming your way. Learn to
Focus on Yourself
In order to practice more perfectly, worry only about your respond instinctively as you sense a strike coming. Keeping
your eyes up sends a message of confidence and also helps
own sparring. Ask yourself if you’re taking advantage of
openings that come up or if you’re anticipating your part- you from getting distracted and falling for feints and other
ner’s techniques. Are you getting faster, stronger, smarter? techniques that might cause you to lower your guard.
Don’t concern yourself with how you compare to your
partner or opponent or other martial artists. Learn to be the Another psych-out tactic is to target illegal areas just to
best martial artist you can be. The true competition is with arouse one’s opponent. In Taekwondo, for example, all
yourself. Each sparring match is an opportunity for you to techniques must be above the opponent’s waist. Most fighters try to hit their opponents in target areas only. If they
improve.
accidentally make contact to a nontarget area, they will
Don’t become anxious about your inability to kick high or apologize. Some fighters, on the other hand, think a nontarget area is simply an area that doesn’t count toward a point
to perform a complicated series of techniques. Work on
total. Some will routinely strike to nontarget areas simply
these areas of concern, but remember to play to your
to see what the response will be. They know that such a
strengths. Relax, enjoy the process, and worry only about
strike doesn’t count as a point, but they don’t see that tryyourself, not what the other fighter is doing.
ing to make contact to a nontarget area is wrong. For example, a fighter might continually kick to your hip, even
Stay in the Game
though he won’t score any points for it, just to get you frusA fighter that can rattle his or her opponent has won half
the battle. That’s why some fighters talk trash. If they can trated or angry so you won’t spar as well. Of course, remake opponents mad, their opponents will no longer be in peated strikes to a nontarget area can result in a penalty,
the game. By getting their opponents to focus on them in- but if you let it get to you, your opponent will have won the
match anyway. Don’t allow such tactics to disturb, discourstead of on sparring, they make them more vulnerable to
age, or frustrate you. Of course, if your opponent is acting
defeat. Such manoeuvres might be called "psyching the
opponent out" or "getting the opponent out of their game." dangerously, you should withdraw from the match.
While this may seem like a cheap way to defeat an opponent (it might even seem like cheating), enough fighters do
it that you have to be aware of it and not allow it to affect
you. A good referee or ring judge will usually put a stop to
deliberate provocation, but some who lack experience
won’t. This means you’ll have to focus harder not to let
your opponent get you out of your game.

Remember, the true competition is against yourself. Focus
on what you do. Did you counter that strike, or was your
timing off? Did you block when you could have countered?
Did you keep pushing your opponent back, or did you quit
pursuing once you executed two techniques in a row? By
cultivating the right mental attitude, you will be able to
compete with calm assurance and feel confident about
yourself and your abilities, win or lose.

The fighter who controls the energy and momentum of a
match has a good chance of winning it. This is why some
fighters use any method they can think of to distract the
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Mysteries Of Missing Students
So what are certain students doing when they are not at training?
Some simply miss the odd class, others have been off for longer periods... So we thought it was time to solve
the mystery of the missing students, so we employed top private detective, Mr Ace Booker to find out!
Dennis ”The Body” Potipako

•
Sonal “Lack of clothes” Lakhman
This was quite an easy one for Mr Ace to
solve. Apparently its down to two simple
reasons why she hasn't been training in a
while. Either she is
topping up her tan,
as spotted on a
beach in Bognor
Regis or more simHowever, when not
ply, she just hasn't
training, Dennis is certainly ‘buffing’ himself
got enough clothes
up for a reason and as you can see from the
to travel to the
photo’s, he enjoys posing a little to much in
Academy in!
his ‘2 sizes to small’ speedo’s.

Dennis was spotted with fellow missing Academy member David Lane, on
a secret beach somewhere! We thought
our fears were confirmed but then further investigations revealed those fears
to be incorrect as David has a girlfriend.

Finally,
in August,
the truth
seemed to
be assured!

•

Hiral “Club Dancer” Chauhan
Things take a more
sinister turn with regards to Little Miss
Chauhan as these secret photos show! Now
all grown up, Hiral has
been training for her
new job at (we suspect) a Peter Stringfellows
type club! In the photos Mr Ace acquired
Hiral was spotted practicing her chair dancing routine!

David “Toy Car” Lane
After our fears about Dennis & David
were proved incorrect, Mr Ace
searched a little deeper. Tracking
David around
various Countries proved
fruitful.

At first Mr
Ace feared
David had
turned into a ‘drunken lout’ with a (very)
bad taste in hats, but then he found these
were celebratory bashes with the ‘Pit
crew’ as it turned
out David had
been racing toy
cars around Toy
Town!

The final piece of the puzzle fell into place
as to why David
want training when
he wasn't racing toy
cars, and this was
because now he is
‘under the thumb’,
sorry, has a lovely
new girlfriend
(Geraldine)

•
Parvez “Mr Loverman” Sultan
Despite prolonged searches,
Mr Sultan was a hard one for
Mr Ace to find, but a few
facts have materialized: 1. If
you need some cheap Scandinavian furniture, Mr Sultan is
the man to see! 2. He has a
secret girlfriend, as you can
see in this rare photograph!

So, thats the mysteries of those that have been missing for
longer periods solved, but what about those that are just
away for the odd lesson here and there? They probably
think that just missing the occassional class keeps them
safe from prying eyes, but they are wrong and Mr Ace
Book has found some fascinating glimpses in these secret
lives they would rather you didn't
know about!

Kate “Golden Brown” Barry
Sadly it seems that away from prying
eyes Kate may have turned to an evil
substance as this photograph shows
(notice the foil and smoking thing!).
This may be the reason why she was
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The final mystery involves a very senior member of the Academy.

snapped with the following funny faces, as
reality becomes a fantasy world in this state!

•
Vikram “The Player” Gautam
Spotted around town in numerous sightings, our worst fears are
confirmed!

More fuel was added to the fire when on the
recent camping
trip, Kate disappeared and
was found 20
minutes later conversing with a
cheese and ham roll!!!

Marek “Play Station”
Handzel
Marek was spotted with his play
station
crew on
the latest
SpongeBob SquarePants game. He was so enthralled with the game he didn't even notice Mr Ace sneak in and take the photo!
His face says it all really!

At first we feared
he was batting for the other
side as photo after photo
flooded in from our intrepid
private eye, Mr Ace!
We even thought he had corrupted ‘Gee’, surely not! Then the most disturbing picture of all
rolled in! Yuck! (see below
right)

•
Colin “Skool Boy” Avis
Worryingly, it has come to Mr Ace’s
attention, that when not in class training and teaching, Mr Avis likes nothing better to unwind... Dressed in
school clothes! Weird indeed, but
maybe he just needs to unwind as his
alter-ego!

Still, it was a ruse as the real
secrets came out, Vik isn't
batting for the other side, it is
in fact a front for his womanising ways, as you can see
from the final few photos! It
left no doubt in Mr Aces
mind as to his real

Lyndsey “Nearly got My free Cup” Reynolds
Though infrequent in her nonattendance it has come to light that she
has been studying away, not as one
may think in the usual ‘study’ type
material, but she has obtained a degree
none the less! The jury is still out on
why one would actually want a degree
in ‘Costa Coffee’ though!

•
Sharad “WOOPWOOOOOOP” Nakarja
His recent disappearance was explained off as having to go to
university! However, Mr Ace has uncovered a deeper, darker
side to Sharad. Sharad
can be found ‘pumping it
up’ with his street gang,
the “Krazy but not
Scarey Cru”. Lets hope
none of us bump into
him on a dark and deserted street late one
night!

The only question that remains is... Who are they?
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Taekwondo, Buddhism and Me
By Abhijay Sood

Taekwon-do is not just about punching and
kicking. It is a “Way of Life” for some
people.
Most tenets were created by the influence of Buddhism. In Buddhism the
disciples must achieve “Mastery of
Self”. This means to get rid of our ego
and live in harmony.

verse is balanced and so should we be.
An example of this can be seen in sparring. If someone attacks you then to achieve harmony you must use a defensive move. If you step away then you are achieving harmony because the attack has now become harmless.
When a person is balanced and his actions are coordinated
with the forces of life then he has achieved the “goal” of
life.

Harmony only exists if you are balanced.
That is what I want to achieve by practicing Taekwon-do.
If one force is stronger than the other it
results in chaos. Every force in the Uni-

Dates for 2007/8

Taekwon-do Word Search
By Nikita Chavda

Christmas Dinner:
Saturday, 22nd December (6pm
Onwards)
Resume Training:
Saturday, 5th January, 2008

Training Times
2008
Mondays
9 Years to Adults—7 til 9pm
(Juniors finish at 8.30pm)

- Rayners Lane Wednesdays
kids—6 til 7.30pm
Adults—7.30 til 9.30pm
- Rayners Lane Fridays
4 til 5.30pm
(12s & Under only)

- Roxeth Manor School Saturdays
All 11 til 1pm
- Pinner 38
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Lets Find Out How
Clever You really Are?
Below are four ( 4 ) questions and a bonus question. You have to answer them instantly. You can't take
your time, answer all of them immediately . OK?
Ready? GO!!!
Did you get 5000 ?

First Question:
You are participating in a race. You overtake the second
person. What position are you in?

The correct answer is actually 4100.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Answer: If you answered that you are first, then you are
absolutely wrong! If you overtake the second person, you take his place, so you
are second!

If you don't believe it, check it with a calculator!
Today is definitely not your day, is it?
Maybe you'll get the last question right....
...Maybe.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Fourth Question:
Try not to muck up next time. Now answer the second question, but don't take as much time as you took for the first
Mary 's father has five daughters: 1. Nana, 2. Nene, 3. Nini,
one, OK ?
4. Nono. What is the name of the fifth daughter?
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Second Question:
If you overtake the last person, then you are...?

Did you Answer Nunu?
NO! Of course it isn't.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Answer: If you answered that you are second to last, then you are wrong again.
Tell me, how can you overtake the LAST Person?

Her name is Mary . Read the question again!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Okay, now the bonus round:

A mute person goes into a shop and wants to buy a toothbrush.
By imitating the action of brushing his teeth he successfully
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ expresses himself to the shopkeeper and the purchase is
done.

You're not very good at this, are you?

Third Question:
Very tricky arithmetic! Note: This must be done in your
head only . Do NOT use paper and pencil or a calculator.
Try it.

Take 1000 and add 40 to it. Now add another 1000 . Now
add 30. Add another 1000 . Now add 20 . Now add another
1000. Now add 10 . What is the total?

Next, a blind man comes into the shop who wants to buy a pair of
sunglasses; how does HE indicate what he wants?
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Answer: He just has to open his mouth and ask...
It's really very simple.... Like you!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Interesting Facts From This Years Training
By Kate Barry

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Parves said “I Quit Taekwon-do” a staggering 157 times
Mr A remarked on Lyndsey height only 272 times. (Why was I so surprised )
The Smallest Class had only 4 students in – That's bad people get training more often.
The largest adult class had 25 students – That what we like to see.
On the 26th March 2007 there where more black belt in class then colour belts (5 black belts and
only 4 colour belts).
On the 20th April the classed trained to Music (what’s going on!)
On the 7th July Rayners Lane fled the nest and moved to pastures new for Saturday class (Pinner).
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Credit Where Credits Due
By Mr Anslow

As many of you know, the Academy works on a credit system. This system has been running for over a year now and
basically builds points to enable students to become eligible for their gradings. It works on a number of levels, always
resetting as a student grades (if they pass that is). A student earns 2 points for every class they attend, but only 1 point if
they are late (as lateness is frowned upon in martial art circles). Students can gain extra credits by supporting the Academy at events such as competitions and seminars and can sometimes be the difference in grade eligibility for some students!
The following charts are not a complete year 2007 view, as the Christmas magazine starts work in November and needs
to be sent to ’press’ by the middle of the month, however, the following ’Top 10s’ cover the period of December 2006
through to the end of October 2007.
From December 2006 to the end of October 2007 there were 272 Class Credits available (this total does not include
Friday credits, though these are included in students overall scores). Plus a total of 13 bonus credits were also available.
Meaning adult students could earn a total of 285 credits, with juniors coming in slightly lower as they were not, until
recently, allowed to attend the Monday class.
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Mr Avis – 234 credits
Lyndsey Reynolds – 231 Credits
Kate Barry – 190 Credits
Mustafa Maxamad – 185 Credits
Saphaa Simab – 169 credits
Masoud Hamed – 163 Credits
Milad Hamed – 162 Credits
Marek Handzel – 161 Credits
Saphwat Simab – 160 Credits
Haajira Mohamed – 156 Credits

•

Mr Avis AKA
Mr Equipment

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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Top 10 (All Students)

by Kate

Top 10 – Kids Class
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Top 10 – Adults Class

Mustafa Maxamad – 185 Credits
Saphaa Simab – 169 credits
Masoud Hamed – 163 Credits
Milad Hamed – 162 Credits
Saphwat Simab – 160 Credits
Haajira Mohamed – 156 Credits
Avinash Bakshi – 144 Credits
Nikita Chavda – 135 Credits
Abigail Maunders – 120 credits
Liam Berry – 120 Credits
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Mr Avis – 234 credits
Lyndsey Reynolds – 231 Credits
Kate Barry – 190 Credits
Marek Handzel – 161 Credits
Anjali Bakshi – 133 Credits
Omid Sekanderzada – 111 Credits
Mr Patel – 109 Credits
Ajmal Naqshbandi – 109 credits
Jonathan Choi – 109 Credits
Vikram Bakshi – 103 Credits

of the cupboard” - Mr Anslow

the beginning of class, so

s Strange Sayings of 2007,

maybe he does live there!)”

